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find a market in other landsryK1NU th(> past few months output of the mills and factories must It is unfortunate that a discussion 

" mauy meu have endeavored to be disposed of somehow, otherwise ou a technical subject can not be con- 
imd some way ot putting an end to there would be industrial collapse, ducted by the participants without 
war. We have seen such men as I’resi- Collapse meant distress, increased ]>ov- the interjection of sarcasm, but such 
dent Wilson, David Starr Jordan and erty, possibly revolution. The whole ns “human nature.” 
a host of other capitalist thinkers try economic structure' of Europe was de- 
and tail miserably. The latest and pendent not only 
most distinguished to appear on the kets already secured, but 
field is F. (J. Howe, commissioner of 
immigration of the port of New York, 
llowe is known throughout the United
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-Marxian school”—viz., Pilkington 
are “all at

amount
The slaves xvho have triot and hurls words of condemna- 

their master’s ideas will do well to tion at the heads of the German Jun 
read this book. must live jltTheir patriotism kern for precipitating this 
would disappear like a whiff of begins to imitate the servile editors 
smoke. That “ War for Democracy 
nonsense would be stale for them. Tin-

war. Uc
must mit afin accusing the Kaiser of being the 

cause of the war forgetting what lie 
due to the writes on page 17. There he specifi. 

building of the Berlin-to-Bagdad rail- rally states that unless Capitalist 
way by Germany. Completed, it would countries enn find an outlet for their 
spell the ruin of England, lie gives surplus products, disaster was in store 
six reasons why the Berlin-to-Bagdad f°r them.
railway would cause the decline not Bze that the German capitalist 
only of England but France and Run- face to face with the alternative of a

social revolution, due to their inabi- 
1. Germany supreme in the Near ',t-v ^'id new dumping grounds, or 

East was in a position to cut off Eng- war—an<^ war was the order of the 
land from Australia, Egypt and India. ^a-v-

importance to the 
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in this district at least. Most of tla-

sea, ”He does not seem to rea-
s xvei'v

does that.si a as well :

overalls for

However. in offering remedies to 
end future wars. Howe

2. Menace to British investments 
totalling six billion dollars in eastern 
countries.

3. British

doubts that 
areproves his in- 

competenev to solve the problems fac
ing human society. And though, 
wittingly, he gives the solution of the 
problem, his petty capitalist mind 
fails to comprehend that fact, 
stead, he advocates free markets, 
league of nations, freedom of tht

wage-xx orkers eon-
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without finding it
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mercantile supremacy 
menaced by German ascendancy in 
the Mediterranean.

un-

4. Danger to the economic and fin
ancial power of England.

5. Disaster to British industry.
6. Loss of employment to thousands 

of future colonial rulers recruited

seas, etc.
Free markets or other remedies of a 

like nature cannot put an end to xvar. 
While the capitalists of all countries

as typical ofti-om breakages, worn parts, owing to the West 
dust, etc., and trips to town for fuel, 
there was no advantage in their 
except for threshing, especially 
they usually had horses “eating their 
heads off” at the same time.

Will

from the xvealthv class of England.
He then proceeds to describe the 

methods used by the contending a,e compelled to find a dumping
ground for flu- surplus wealth 
dueed by flu- working class, war is 
inevitable. This is due to flic fact

) may inform him 
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a ",-rtaii, section of “Marxists,” to 
a series of

that
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powers to stave off the world catas
trophe ; how England tried to block 
the financing of the railway and in 
1899 managed through a secret treaty 
with the Sheik of Koweït to

pro-

i
your correspondent please tell 

us what force compelled the “ 
farmer to buy, buy, buy improved 
machinery and more land to keep in 
the game.” The

that production is conducted for 
fit and not for use.

"arrow formula : 
dj Average prices equal values. 
r2} W,,'Kes are the expression in 

money of the amount of labor, socially 
accessary produce the laborer, etc.

H is forgotten that the value 
commodity may fall, in a broad 
without a reduction in the 
labor

pro-
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The league of nations is a fact, yetcontrol of the last section of the rail
way from Bagdad to the Persian Gulf. Japan is building the largest battle

ship ever known. The great powers 
are preparing for the next 
ward Christ ion Soldiers !

present xvriter, 
along xx it b many other farmers, has 
not been so compelled, so far as land 
and a traction engine is concerned, 
and has kept in the game ve**v nicely. 
An improved method does not force 
itself by occult powers on u victim
ized community. Over-production is 
the weapon of force which

He also shoxvs that Serbia was the 
immediate barrier to the German plan 
and that in order for the rail xx-ay to 
run through German-controlled terri
tory, it xvas essential for Serbia to be 
put out of the xx ay. England, through 
her control of the last section of the

war. On- of a 
sense

JOHN TYLER amount of
necessary to produce it. It is 

also forgotten thatWINDY CHURCHILL .... « standard of
living ts historically set for the xvork- 
ers, and that by a voluntary lowering 
of this standard.

The Junker Churchill xx as afraid 
Hence the t0 fa,'e a meeting of the Liberal As

sociation in Dundee, the constituency 
But Howe, in common xvith other which he represents. The association 

capitalist thinkers, is blessed xvith passed a resolution denouncing the 
the faculty of draxving unscientific Poli<'ies of the government with a 
deductions from the facts. Neverthe- special animus against Churchill and 
less, one would think from what he his scheming against Soviet Russia.

railxvay, also blocked German aspira
tions in the Far East. an irn-

proxed method employs to compel «» 
other producers to adopt it. Without 
over-production, there is

may be
saved” by certain individuals, at 

certain times. I do not think Marx 
was fool enough to xvaste his energy 
writing “Capital,” if the intricate 
capitalist system could be explained 
so simply. As xve|| try to explain the 
flight of a bird by 
understanding of the law of gravity 
alone, though that might be sufficient 
to explain the falling of a brick from 
a chimney top.

Det ns hope the farmer does get 
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tain almost all the advantage derived change

money
war.

no aggres
sive force. The first users of the im
proved method must lower the price 
of their commodity in order 
a sale for the increased

to get
amount of 

goods which result. This drop in the 
market price, eventually, as the im
provement is adopted by other 
ducers and becomes

writes on page 17 that Howe spent 
many nights absorbed in the pages of 
Marx’s Capital. Witness this:

“For the new social democracy was 'be Oct. 25 issue, of conditions in 
international minded. It was opposed Canada gives one laconic, but ex- 
to imperialism. It challenged secret pressing line to its financial position.' 
diplomacy. It demanded disarmament. Be says, "The financial situation, is, 
It threatened the economic-political t0 Put B mildly, bad.” 
diplomatic structure. The ruling 
classes were further concerned over 
industrial conditions because of their Canada.

imperfectan
A Canadian correspondent of the 

London “Common Sense,” writing in
pro-

more general, 
forces the backward producers who 
have not adopted

Manifesto of the Socialist Party of

effect upon political conditions. In- A statement of the theories and 
dust rial depression might mean poli- conclnsions of Scientific Socialism, 
tical revolution. The increase in Is this being “robbed at 

the point of consumption” as my
H. F. S.
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